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private Tuple Foo() { return Tuple.Create(5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25); } Now, lets say we only inline 15% of the method. That means we get the following: dotnet/tools#14869 makes it easier to discover and work with custom workloads and components, which enable new models for publishing reusable SDKs and the like. That should also cut down the overall SDK payload size.
dotnet/coreclr#21420 also impacts the SDKs payload size. The SDK is not part of the dotnet tooling and its purpose is to ship APIs, SDKs, etc. Rather than shipping the SDK, we should ship what the SDK needs, and the SDK can then pull in additional SDK components that it needs. The samples directory is the core application of the SDK. It contains source files for demos, walkthroughs, and other examples, which should be
simpler to maintain than trying to ship a runtime with a bunch of samples. We need to start thinking about how the samples should be built, packaged, distributed, and updated. dotnet/coreclr#21420 also reduces the payload size a bit in the samples directory. The beginning of string is that 32-bit character byte. However, the size of TKey and TValue are both 4-byte types. Where is the 4-byte DictionaryEntry type coming

from? Yes, when the dictionary that we were iterating over was unrolled, there were many add instructions, and each time, it added a new dictionary. In fact, the whole JSON document is embedded into an object, but even still, the children of each DictionaryEntry are DictionaryEntrys. If you look at the following code, you can see that DictionaryEntry is itself a 4-byte type:
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models for publishing reusable SDKs and the like. That should also cut down the
overall SDK payload size. dotnet/coreclr#21420 also impacts the SDKs payload

size. The SDK is not part of the dotnet tooling and its purpose is to ship APIs,
SDKs, etc. Rather than shipping the SDK, we should ship what the SDK needs,

and the SDK can then pull in additional SDK components that it needs. The
samples directory is the core application of the SDK. It contains source files for

demos, walkthroughs, and other examples, which should be simpler to maintain
than trying to ship a runtime with a bunch of samples. We need to start thinking

about how the samples should be built, packaged, distributed, and updated.
dotnet/coreclr#21420 also reduces the payload size a bit in the samples

directory. The beginning of string is that 32-bit character byte. However, the size
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even still, the children of each DictionaryEntry are DictionaryEntrys. If you look
at the following code, you can see that DictionaryEntry is itself a 4-byte type:
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